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Abstract. Soft set theory is a newly emerging tool to deal with uncertain problems and has been 

studied by researchers in theory and practice. In this paper, we investigated the properties and 

characterizations of soft -connected spaces in soft topological spaces. We anticipate that the results 

in this paper can be stimulated to the further study on soft topology to accomplish genenral 

framework for the practical life applications. 

1. Introduction 

The researchers introduced the concept of soft sets to deal with uncertainty and to solve 

complicated problems in economics, engineering, medicines, sociology and environment because of 

unsuccessful use of classical methods. The well-known theories that can be considered as 

mathematical tools for dealing with uncertainties and imperfect knowledge are: theory of fuzzy sets 

[1], theory of vague sets, theory of interval mathematics [2], theory of intuitionists fuzzy sets [3], 

theory of rough sets and theory of probability [4, 5]. All these tools require the pre specification of 

some parameter to start with. 

In 1999 Molodtsov [6] initiated the theory of soft sets as a new mathematical tool to deal with 

uncertainties while modeling the problems with incomplete information. In [7], he applied 

successfully in directions such as, smoothness of functions, game theory, operations research, 

Riemann-integration, Perron integration, probability and theory of measurement. Maji et al. [8, 9] 

gave first practical application of soft sets in decision making problems. 

Shabir and Naz [10] initiated the study of soft topological spaces. They defined basic notions 

of soft topological spaces such as soft open, soft closed sets, soft subspace, soft closure, soft 

neighborhood of a point, soft Ti-spaces, for i=1; 2; 3; 4, soft regular spaces, soft normal spaces and 

established their several properties. In 2011 S. Hussain et al. [11] continued investigating the 

properties of soft open(closed), soft neighborhood and soft closure. They also defined and discussed 

the properties of soft interior, soft exterior and soft boundary. Also in the year 2012 B. Ahmad and 

S. Hussain [12] explored the structures of soft topology using soft points.   

A. Kharral et al. [13] defined and discussed the many properties of soft images and soft 

inverse images of soft sets. They also applied these notions to the problem of medical diagnosis in 

medical systems. In [14] I. Zorlutana et al, defined and discussed soft pu-continuous mappings. 

M. Akdag et al. [15] have studied soft b-open sets and soft b-continuous functions, further 

V. Seenivasan et al. [16] introduced soft gsg-closed sets. I. Arockiarani et al. [17] studied the soft 

g  -closed sets and soft gs  -closed sets in soft topological spaces. In [18] J. Subhashinin et al. 

have studied soft P-connectedness in soft topological spaces and Bin Chen [19] continued studying 

some properties of soft semi-open sets,  

Recently S.S. Benchalli et al. [20-24] have studied soft  -separation axioms, soft  

 -compactness, soft  -locally closed spaces, soft regularity, soft normality, weaker forms of soft 

closed sets and soft  -operations in soft topological spaces. In the present paper new concept in soft 

topological spaces such as soft  -connected space, soft  -boundary and some of their properties 

are discussed. 
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The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews some basic concepts 

about soft sets, soft compactness and related properties in soft topological spaces; Section 3 defines 

the concepts of soft  -connected spaces and few definitions are given; Section 4 is the main results 

of the paper, which introduces the soft  -connected and soft  -notconnected spaces and relative 

properties are studied; Section 5 is conclusion of the paper. 

2. Preliminary 

Through-out this paper ),,( EX   will be a soft topological space.  

Definition 2.1. [10] Let X be an initial universe and let E be a set of parameters.  Let P(X) denote 

the power set of X
~

 and let A be a nonempty subset of E.  A pair ),( AF  is called a soft set over X
~

, 

where F is a mapping given by )(: XPAF  . In other words, a soft set over X
~

 is a parameterized 

family of subsets of the universe X
~

. For A , )(F  may be considered as the set of                           

 -approximate elements of the soft set ),( AF . Clearly, a soft set is not a set. 

Definition 2.2. [9] A soft set (F, E) over X is said to be an absolute soft set, denoted by X
~

, if for all 

e  E, XeF
~

=)( . Clearly 
E

cX =
~

 and XE
c ~

= .  

Definition 2.3. [10] Let Y be a nonempty subset of X
~

; then Y
~

 denotes the soft set ),( EY  over X
~

 

for which YeY =)( , for all Ee .  

Definition 2.4. [9] The union of two soft sets of ),( AF  and ),( BG  over the common universe X
~

 is 

the soft set ),( CH , where BAC =  and for all Ce   















BAe  if)()(

ABe  if)(

BAe  if)(

=)(

eGeF

eG

eF

eH

                                                   

(1) 

We write ),(=),(~),( CHAGAF  . 

Definition 2.5. [9] The intersection ),( CH  of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common 

universe X
~

, denoted by ),(),( BGAF  ,  is defined as BAC = ,  and )()(=)( eGeFeH   for all 

Ce . 

Definition 2.6. [9] Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two soft sets over a common universe X
~

. 

),(~),( BGAF  , if BA , and )()(=)( eGeFeH   for all Ae .  

Definition 2.7. [10] Let   be the collection of soft sets over X
~

; then   is said to be a soft topology 

on X
~

 if it satisfies the following axioms: 

(1)  , X
~

 belong to  . 

(2) The union of any number of soft sets in   belongs to  . 

(3) The intersection of any two soft sets in   belongs to  . 

The triplet ),,( EX   is called a soft topological space over X
~

. Then the members of   are 

said to be soft open sets in X
~

. The relative complement of a soft set ),( AF  is denoted by 
cAF ),(  

and is defined by ),(=),( AFAF cc
.  
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Definition 2.8. [26] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X
~

 and let ),( AF  be a soft set 

over X. 

(1) The soft interior of ),( AF  is the soft set ),(:),{(=)),(( AOAOAFint   is soft open and 

)},(~),( AFAO  . 

(2) The soft closure of ),( AF  is the soft set ),(:),{(=)),(( EFEFAFcl   is soft closed and 

)},(~),( EFAF  .  

Definition 2.9. [27] A soft set ),( AF  of a soft topological space ),,( EX   is said to be  

(a) Soft open if its complement is soft closed, 

(b) Soft  -open if )))),((((~),( AFIntClIntAF  , 

(c) Soft preopen if ))),(((~),( AFClIntAF  , 

(d) Soft semiopen if ))),(((~),( AFIntClAF  , 

(e) Soft  -open if )))),((((~),( AFClIntClAF  . 

The complement of soft open, (resp. soft  -open, soft preopen, soft semiopen, soft  -open) 

sets are said to be soft closed (resp.soft  -closed, soft preclosed, soft semiclosed, soft  -closed). 

The intersection of soft closed (resp. soft  -closed, soft preclosed, soft semiclosed, soft  -closed) 

sets containing (F, A) is called the soft closure (resp. soft  -closure, soft pre-closure, soft semi-

closure, soft  -closure) of ),( AF   and is denoted by scl ),( AF  (resp. s Cl ),( AF , sPCl ),( AF , 

sSCl ),( AF , s  Cl ),( AF ). The soft interior of ),( AF  is defined by the union of all soft open 

(resp.soft  -open, soft preopen, soft semiopen, soft  open ) sets contained in ),( AF  and is 

denoted by sInt( ), AF  (resp.s Int ),( AF , sPInt ),( AF , sSInt ),( AF , s  Int ),( AF ).  

Theorem 2.10. [27] In any soft topological space,  the following results hold: 

(a) Every soft open set is soft  -closed.  

(b) Every soft  -open set is soft preopen. 

(c) Every soft  -open set is soft semiopen. 

(d) Every soft semiopen set is soft  -open.  

(e) Every soft preclosed set is soft  -open. 

Definition 2.11. [13] Let EXSS )(  and EYSS )(  be families of soft sets. YXu :  and 
': EEp   

be mappings. Then a mapping ')()(:
EEpu YSSXSSf   defined as:  

(1) Let ),( EF  be a soft set in EXSS )( .The image of ),( EF under 
puf , written as 

))(),((=),( EpFfEFf pupu
, is a soft set in EYSS )(  such that  



 



otherwise,

A(y)p)),((
=),(

'

)('



xFu
EFf Aypx

pu     for all 
'Ey  

(2) Let ),( 'EG  be a soft set in ')(
E

VSS . Then the inverse image of ),( 'EG  under 
puf , written as 

))().((=),( '11'1 EpGfEGf pupu


, is a soft set in EUSS )(  such that  



 



otherwise,

Ep(x)))),(((
=),(

'1

'1



xpGu
EGf pu     for all Ex . 
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3. Soft  -Connected Spaces in Soft Topological Spaces 

In this section, the concepts of soft  -connected space, soft  -boundary and their properties 

are studied comprehensively.  

Definition 3.1. Two soft  -open sets ),( EF  and ),( EG over a common universe X
~

 are soft  

 -disjoint, if =),(),( EGEF  . That is =)()( eGeF  ,  for all Ee .  

Definition 3.2. Let (X,  , E) be a soft topological space, and ,),( 1 EF ),( 2 EF  be two soft  -open 

sets over X
~

. Then soft  -open sets ),( 1 EF  and ),( 2 EF  are said to be soft  -separated if 

 =),(),( 21 EFclsEF   and  =),(),( 21 EFEFcls   . 

Remark: Two disjoint soft  -open sets over X
~

 may not be soft  -separated.  

Definition 3.3. Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space over X
~

. Then ),,( EX   is said to be soft 

 -connected, if there does not exist a pair  (F, E) and  (G, E) of non empty soft disjoint soft  

 -open subsets of ),,( EX   such that ),(),(=
~

EGEFX  ,  otherwise ),,( EX   is said to be soft 

 -disconnected.  In this case, the pair ),( EF  and ),( EG  is called the soft  -disconnection of X
~

.  

Example 3.4. Let },,{= 321 hhhX  and },{= 21 eeE  and 

,)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(,
~

,{=),,( 54321 EFEFEFEFEFXEX   

where ),(),,(),,(),,(),,( 54321 EFEFEFEFEF  are soft  - open sets over X
~

, defined as follows:  

})}{,(,}){,{(=),( 12211 heheEF , 

})},{,(}),,{,{(=),( 2123212 hhehheEF , 

)},{(}),,{,{(=),( 22113 XehheEF , 

})},{,(}),,{,{(=),( 3122114 hhehheEF  

})},{,(}),{,{(=),( 212215 hheheEF . 

Then ),,( EX   defines a soft topology on X
~

 and hence ),,( EX   is a soft topological space 

over X
~

. Clearly X
~

is soft  -connected. 

4. Results 

Theorem 4.1. Let (X, ,E) be a soft topological space. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

(1) X is soft  -connected. 

(2) X and   are the only soft  -clopen sets in (X, ,E). 

(3) (X, ,E) is not the soft union of two soft disjoint non empty soft  -open sets. 

(4) (X, ,E) is not the soft union of two soft disjoint non empty soft  -closed sets. 

(5) (X, ,E) is not the soft union of two soft disjoint non empty soft  -separated sets. 

Proof: (2)(1)  By definition of soft  -connected space, the proof is obvious. 

(3)(2)   

Suppose (3) is false and ),(),(=),( BFAFEF  , where (F, A) and (F, B) are soft disjoint 

non-empty  -open sets. Since ),(=),(),( BFAFEF   is soft  -open and non empty. We have 

that (F,A) is a non empty proper soft  -clopen set in (F,E). Which shows that (2) is false. Therefore 

(2) (3)   
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(4)(3)  It is obvious. 

(5)(4)   

If (5) is false, then ),(),(=),( BFAFEF  , where  (F, A) and ( F, B) are non empty and soft 

 -separated sets,  since  =),(),( BFAF  . We conclude that ),(),( BFBF  , so (F, B) is soft 

 -closed. Similarly, (F, A) must be soft  -closed. Therefore (4) fails. Therefore (4)  (5). 

(5) (1)  

Suppose (1) is false and that (F, A) is a non empty proper soft  -clopen subset of (F, E). 

Then ),(),(=),( AFEFBF   is non empty and soft  -clopen. So (F, A) and (F, B) are soft  

 -separated sets. Since ),(),(=),( BFAFEF  . Which shows that (5) is false. Therefore 

(5) .(1)   

Theorem 4.2. Let (X, , E)  be a soft topological space and let  (F, A) be a soft  -connected. Let 

(F, B) and (F, C) are soft  -separated sets. If ),(),(),( CFBFAF  . Then either ),(),( BFAF   

or ),(),( CFAF  . 

Proof: Suppose (F, A) is soft  -connected and  (F, B), (F, C) are soft  -separated sets such that 

),(),(),( CFBFAF  . Let ),(),( BFAF  and ),(),( CFAF  .  

Suppose  ),(),(=),( 1 AFBFAF  and  ),(),(=),( 2 AFCFAF . Then 

),(),(=),( 21 AFAFAF  . Since ),(),( 1 BFAF  . Hence ),(),( 1 BFclsAFcls   . Since 

 =),(),( CFBFcls   then  =),(),( 21 AFAFcls  . Since ),(),( 2 CFAF  . Hence 

),(),( 2 CFclsAFcls   . Since  =),(),( BFCFcls  . Then  =),(),( 12 AFAFcls  . But 

),(),(=),( 21 AFAFAF  , therefore (F, A) is not soft  -connected space. This is contradiction. 

Then either ),(),( BFAF   or ),(),( CFAF  . 

Theorem 4.3. If  (F, A) is soft  -connected set then ),( AFcls  is soft  -connected. 

Proof: Suppose (F, A) is soft  -connected set and ),( AFcls  is not. Then there exists two soft  

 -separated sets (F,B) and (F, C) such that ),(),(=),( CFBFAFcls  . But ),(),( AFclsAF  , 

then ),(),(=),( CFBFAF   and since (F, A) is soft  -connected set then by above theorem 4.2 

either ),(),( BFAF   or ),(),( CFAF  . 

(i). If ),(),( BFAF   then ),(),( BFclsAFcls   . But  =),(),( CFBFcls  . Hence 

 =),(),( CFAFcls  . Since ),(),( AFclsCF  , then =),( CF . This is contradiction.  

(ii).  If ),(),( CFAF   then the same way we can prove that =),( BF  which is contradiction. 

Therefore ),( AFcls  is soft  -connected. 

Theorem 4.4. If (F, A)  is soft  -connected set and ),(),(),( AFclsBFAF   then (F, B) is soft 

 -connected. 

Proof: If (F, B) is not soft  -connected, then there exists two soft sets (F, C) and (F, D) such that 

 =),(),(=),(),( DFclsCFDFCFcls   and ),(),(=),( DFCFBF  .  

Since ),(),( BFAF  , thus either ),(),( CFAF   or ),(),( DFAF  . Suppose 

),(),( CFAF   then ),(),( CFclsAFcls   , thus  =),(),(=),(),( DFCFclsDFAFcls  . 

But ),(),(),( AFclsBFDF   thus ),(=),(),( DFDFAFcls  . Therefore =),( DF  

which is contradiction. Thus (F, B) is soft  -connected . If ),(),( BFAF  , then similarly we can 

prove that =),( CF . This is contradiction. Then (F, B) is soft  -connected.  
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Definition 4.5. Let  (X, ,E)  be a soft topological space over X
~

. Then soft  -boundary of soft set 

(H, E) over X
~

 is denoted by ),( EH  and is defined as )),((),(=),( 'EHEHEH  , obviously 

),( EH  is smallest soft closed set over X
~

 containing (H, E).  

Theorem 4.6. Let (X, ,E) be soft topological space and (F, E) be soft subset of X
~

. Then, 

),(=),(),( EFEFEF  . 

Proof: If ),(),( EFEFex  , then ),( EFex   or ),( EFex . If ),( EFex  , then 

),( EFclsex   if ),( EFex  then  )),((),( xeEFEG , for all soft  -open neighborhoods 

(G, E) of xe , and so  ),(),( EFEG , for all soft  -open neighborhoods (G, E) of xe , and so 

 ),(),( EFEG , for all soft  -open neighborhoods (G, E) of xe ; hence, ),( EFclsex  . 

Conversely, if ),( EFclsex  , then ),( EFex   or ),( EFex  . If ),( EFex  , it is trivial that 

),(),( EFEFex  , if ),( EFex  , then  )),((),( xeEFEG , for all soft  -open 

neighborhoods (G, E) of xe . Therefore, ),( EFeX 
 

implies ),(),( EFEFex  . So, 

),(=),(),( EFclsEFEF  . Hence the proof.  

Theorem 4.7. Let (X, ,E) be a soft topological space and (H, E) ,  (K, E) are soft  -open subsets 

of X. Then,  

(1) 
dd EKEHEKEH  ),(),(),(),(   

(2) 
ddd EKEHEKEH  ),(),()),(),((   

(3) 
ddd EKEHEKEH  ),(),()),(),((   

(4) 
ddd EHEH  ),()),((   

(5) dd EHEH  ),(=),(  

Proof: Let ),(),( EGEH  . Since xEKxEH  ),(),( ,  


xEKxEH  ),(),( , then 
dd EKEH  ),(),(  . 

(2) ),(),(),( EHEKEH   and ),(),(),( EKEKEH  . Then by result (1), we have 
dd EHEKEH  ),()),(),((   and 

dd EKEKEH  ),()),(),((  . Therefore 
ddd EKEHEKEH  ),(),()),(),((  .  

(3) For all d

x EKEHe )),(),((   implies }{)),(),(( xx eEKEHe  . Therefore  

 c

xx eEKEHeEKEH }{)),(),((=}{)),(),((   

=

c

x

c

x eEKeEH }{),()}{),((   

= )}{),(()}{),(( c

x

c

x eEHeEH   

= .}){),((}){),(( xx eEHeEH 
 

By Theorem 1 of [17] if and only if dd

x EKEHe  ),(),(  . Hence 
ddd EKEHEKEH  ),(),(=)),(),((  . 

(4) Suppose d

x EHe ),( . Then 


xx eEHe  ),( . This implies that there is a soft  -open set 

(K, E) such that =}){),((),( xeEKEH  . Then }{),( x

d

x eEFe  
. Since ),( EKex  , we have 
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  }{),(),( x

d eEHEK . Therefore, there is 
xy ee   such that d

y EHEKe ),(),(  . It follows 

that }){),((}){),(( yxy eEHeEKe  . Hence  }){),((}){),(( yx eEHeEK , a 

contradiction to the fact that =}){),((),( xeEHEK  . This implies that dd

x EHe  )),((  and so 

.),()),(( ddd EHEH    

(5) By the results (2),(3),(5) and by the above Theorem 4.6, we have completed the proof.  

Theorem 4.8. If the soft sets (L, A) and (G, C) form a soft  -separation of (U, E), and if (V, B) is a 

soft  -connected subspace of (U, E),  then ),(),( ALBV   or ),(),( CGBV  . 

Proof: Since (L, A) and (G, C) are disjoint soft  -open sets, so are ),(),( BVAL  , and 

),(),( BVCG   and their soft gives (V, B) that is there will be soft  -separation of (V, B), a 

contradiction. Hence, one of ),(),( BVAL   and ),(),( BVCG   is empty and so (V, B) is entirely 

contained in one of them.  

Theorem 4.9. The soft union (F, A) of any family }:),{( IiAF i   of soft  -connected having a non 

empty soft intersection is a soft  -connected. 

Proof: Let (F, A) be a soft union of any family of soft  -connected sets having a non empty soft 

intersection. Suppose ),(),(=),( CFBFAF  , where (F, B) and (F, C) form a soft  -separation of 

(F, A) by hypothesis, we may choose a soft point ),())(,(=)( iIi
i
A

i
A
f AFxfxx  . Then )(

i
A
fx  

must belong to either a soft subset of (F, B) or a soft subset of (F, C). Since (F, B) and (F, C) are 

soft disjointed, we must have ),(),( BFAF i   for all Ii , and so ),(),( BFAF  . From this we 

obtain that ),(=),( FCF . Which is contradiction. This proves the theorem.  

Theorem 4.10. If a soft topological space (X,  , E) contains a soft  -connected subspace ),( 1EF  

such that ),(=),( 1 EFEFcls , then (X, ,E) is soft  -connected. 

Proof: Suppose ),( 1EF  is soft  -connected subspace of  (X,  ,E) such that ),(=),( 1 EFEFcls . 

Since ),(=),(),( 11 EFclsEFEF   then by theorem 4.8,  (X, ,E)  is soft  -connected.  

Theorem 4.11. If ),,( 11 EX   and ),,( 22 EY   are soft  -connected subspace of soft topological 

space (X,  , E)  such that ),()()(
21

FFF EE   then ),(),( 21 EFEF   is a soft  -connected 

subspace. 

Proof: Suppose ),(),( 21 EFEF   is not soft  -connected subspace. Then there exists two soft             

 -separated sets (F, A) and (F, B) such that ),(),(=),(),( 21 BFAFEFEF  . Since 

),(),(=),(),(),( 211 BFAFEFEFEF   and ),( 1EF  is soft  -connected then by theorem 4.3 

either ),(),( 1 AFEF   or ),(),( 1 BFEF  . Since ),(),(=),(),(),( 212 BFAFEFEFEF   and 

),( 2EF  is soft  -connected, then either  ),(),( 2 AFEF   or ),(),( 2 BFEF  . 

(i) if ),(),( 1 AFEF   and ),(),( 2 BFEF  , then ),(),(),( 21 AFEFEF  . Hence 

),(=),( FBF . This is contradiction.  

(ii) if ),(),( 1 AFEF   and if ),(),( 2 BFEF  , then ),(=),(),(),(),( 21 FBFAFEFEF  . 

Therefore ),(=),(),( 21 FEFEF   which is contradiction. Then by following the same procedure 

we get a contradiction if ),(),( 1 BFEF   and ),(),( 2 AFEF   or if ),(),( 1 AFEF   and 

),(),( 2 BFEF  . Therefore ),(),( 21 EFEF   is soft  -connected subspace of (X, ,E).  
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Theorem 4.12. Let ),,( 1 EX   be a soft  -connected space and 12   . Then ),,( 2 EX   is soft  

 -connected. 

Proof: Suppose on the contrary (F, A) and   (F, B) is a soft  -separation of (F, E) with soft 

topology 2 . Since 12    then (F, A) and (F, B) is a soft  -separation of (F, B) with soft topology 

1 . This is contradiction. Therefore ),,( 2 EX   is soft  -connected.  

Theorem 4.13. Let ),,( EX   and ),,( '' EY  be two soft topological spaces and YXu :  and 
': EEp   be mappings. Also a soft mapping ')()(:

EEpu YSSXSSf   is soft pu-continuous and 

soft onto. If (X, ,E) is soft  -connected,  then the soft image of (X, ,E)  is also soft  -connected. 

Proof: Let a soft mapping ')()(:
EEpu YSSXSSf  be soft pu continuous and soft onto. On the 

contrary, suppose that ),,( '' EY   is soft  -connected and pair ),( '

1 EH  and ),( '

2 EH  is soft  

 -disconnection of ),,( '' EY  . Since ')()(:
EEpu YSSXSSf   is soft pu-continuous, therefore 

),( '

1

1 EHf pu


 and ),( '

2

1 EHf pu


 is a soft  -disconnection of ),,( EX  , which is contradiction. Hence 

),,( '' EY   is soft  -connected. This completes the proof. 

5. Conclusion 

The study of soft sets and soft topology is very important during the study towards 

applications in non-classical and classical logic. Here, we defined and explored the properties of 

soft  -connected spaces in soft topological spaces and discussed the behaviour of soft  

 -connected spaces in soft topological spaces under soft pu-continuous mappings. We have also 

characterized soft  -connectedness in terms of soft  -boundary and discussed some more 

properties. We expect that the findings in this paper can be applied to problems of many fields that 

contains uncertainties and will enhance the further study on soft topology to carry out general 

framework for the applications in practical life. 
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